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Identifying Research 

Quality



What is Quality?!

ì „There are different standards of excellence, different kinds of 
excellence [yet I‘m] preNy confident that I‘d know it when I see it.“ 
(interviewee in Lamont, 2009, p. 159)

ì Quality is a complex construct

ì It is not well-defined

ì It is context dependent

ì Contested ques-on: beNer take a step back
ì What is high-quality music? Equally complex and contested













Or Followers?



Albums Sold?

ì Nirvana: 96.5 Millions

ì Beatles: 600 Millions

ì Mozart: approx. 10 Millions

ì Gainsbourg: 3.4 Millions only in France

ì Ariana Grande: <6 Millions

à Obviously, Spotify’s data base is biased, so are album sales: coverage 
issues, language issues, music styles, live versus recordings etc.



New Metric?

ì Today, Nielsen tallies up digital and physical album sales, digital 
single sales and online audio streams. That gives you the new 
metric that the industry lives and dies by: the album-equivalent 
unit.

ì Drake has sold only about 300,000 physical CDs. But the album 
enjoyed 1.2 million digital album sales, 5 million digital singles 
sales and an astonishing 2.8 billion audio streams. Nielsen 
divides digital singles by 10 and audio streams by 1,500 to 
create new numbers that equal the revenue from a single 
album sale. à 4 million album equivalents



Other Approach to Judge Quality of 
Music?

ì Ask important people in the music business
ì Are you gejng the answer you want if you ask:

ì Boss of Universal Music or Sony Music?
ì Your piano teacher?
ì Grammy procedure: Music industry and former winners

ì Conserva-ve Bias
ì They will tell you what they (and you) already know
ì Classical Music, Charts
ì Not the innova-ve, avant-garde kind of music



Regarding Research Quality?

ì SSH are in Bibliometrics like France in Spo-fy: not covered

ì What would you do if you want to interes-ng music that is not (yet) in the 
charts?
ì You ask your friend that plays in a band you like
ì You ask your friends who have the same taste of music

ì Our sugges-on: ask all scholars in a field what quality is
ì Different sub-fields
ì Non-mainstream
ì Young scholars and experienced scholars

ì Can be extended to stakeholders



Quality Criteria SSH

ì 20 Criteria specified by more than 70 aspects

9. Impact on research 
community

10. Relation to society
11. Impact on society
12. Variety of research
13. Connection to other 

research
14. Openness ideas 

and persons
15. Self-management, 

independence

16.Scholarship, erudition
17.Passion, enthusiasm
18.Vision of future 

research
19.Connection between 

research and teaching, 
scholarship of teaching

20.Relevance

1. Scholarly exchange
2. Innovation, originality
3. Productivity
4. Rigour
5. Fostering cultural 

memory
6. Recognition
7. Reflection, criticism
8. Continuity, 

continuation
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Regarding Research Quality?

ì Research Quality has many aspects that should be covered

ì Context dependent
ì Party for your kids: Ariana?
ì Music for alternative movies session: Gainsbourg?

ì Identifying research quality
ì Be aware of drawbacks of indicators (they can be used to find similar or citing 

literature, not quality: author networks etc. à like Spotify: find similar artists)
ì Take many quality criteria into account
ì Always rate single criteria separately for each object 
ì use same weighting of criteria for all objects


